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You are educated. Your certification is your degree. You may think of it as the ticket to the good life. Let me
ask you to think of an alternative. Think of it as your ticket to change the world. -Tom Brokaw

CTN Congratulates Ascender Graduates
CTN wants to congratulate all Ascender graduates. We admire their perseverance and resiliency. We believe in
them and want them to know that their Ascender familia will always be there for them. We hope they will join
the CTN Alumni Association, so we can continue to share in their successes.
Close to 70 Ascender students graduated from CTN colleges across the state. A total of 10 students graduated
from STC. Three were from Starr campus: Samantha Lopez with an Associate Degree in Interdisciplinary
Studies; Raymundo Chapa and Anahi Bazan, both with an Associate’s degree in Criminal Justice. Seven
graduated from Pecan campus: Jesus Adame with an Associate’s degree in Graphic Arts; Shakira Ramos with a
degree in Kinesiology; Kayla Moreno with a degree in Psychology; Gabriela Longoria with a degree in Criminal
Justice; Ajyssa Del Villar, Miriam Lopez, and Israel Guerra with degrees in Education. PAC had at least 14
graduates including Jillian Ochoa, Hector Flores, Jenny Lujano, Meena Herrera, Samantha Rivas, Christian Fox,
Caliese Lopez, Kristin Center, Angelica Rodarte, Francesca Guevara Vera, and Ethan Hernandez. ACC had one
graduate who was Leonel Ordaz from the 2019-2020 cohort who will be transferring to Texas State. SAC had
almost 50 graduates from cohorts 2021 and 2022. (Read more about SAC’s grads -pg. 7)
Also, STC alumni, Adolfo Pecina, graduated with a BA in Spanish with two minors, Mexican-American studies
and Political Science from Texas A&M University-Kingsville on May 13th.

Adolfo Pecina-TAMUK

Leonel Ordaz-ACC

Francesca Vera-PAC

PAC- Christian Fox and Ethan Hernandez
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Man’s Inhumanity to Young Children
Makes Thousands Mourn in Uvalde and Beyond
by CTN CEO Maria Chavez

The pain that members of the Uvalde community that we proudly state are part of the ASCENDER familia is one
that we share.
It has been said that time heals all wounds. “I do not agree,” said Rose Kennedy. “The wounds remain. In time,
the mind protecting its sanity, covers them with scar tissue, and the pain lessens, but it is never gone.” Our hearts
and minds will never forget what happened in Uvalde, but that is not enough.
There are many things we do not want about the world; let us not just mourn them; let us change them. Catch the
Next’s articles of incorporation aim to empower and make young people aware of how they can create and take
responsibility for positive change for themselves, their families, and their communities by providing programs
that promote higher education and build civic action and citizenship and foster community leadership. It is time
that we all lean in and bring about rational policy in the best interest of society.

CTN Peer Mentors to Host Healing Ceremony to Honor Uvalde Victims
Emilio Zamora, Angela Valenzuela, and members of
Cuauhtli Group/Academy, cultural enrichment program in
line with Emma S. Barrientos Mexican American Cultural
Center, and Austin Independent School District are
convening a press conference and healing ceremony to both
honor the victims and survivors in Uvalde and to promote
healing with children, parents, the Austin community, and
nation. The ceremony will allow for expressions on trauma
and the loss of life in Uvalde
It takes place physically this Sunday at 9AM CST in the
zócalo at the ESB-MACC located at 600 River St. in
Austin. The ceremony will be livestreamed on the Academia
Cuauhtli Facebook page, the HABLA (Hispanic Advocates
Business Leaders of Austin), as well as on the National LULAC Facebook page.
The event begins with a press conference at 9AM with danza Mexica (Aztec dance) ceremony beginning at 10AM
CST and concluding around 12:00PM CST.
Sponsors: Xochipilli; ESB-MACC; Center for Mexican American Studies (UT); Joe’s Bakery, the Indigenous
Cultures Institute; La Voz; Latino Arts, Culture and Education; Hispanic Advocates Business Leaders of Austin;
Austin Area Association of Bilingual Educators; La Peña, Las Comadres; League of United Latin American
Citizens, District VII; Texas LULAC; National LULAC.
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CTN Hosts Ascender Foundational PD Seminar
CTN hosted its Ascender Foundational Professional Development Seminar in Dallas on May 23rd to 27th. It was
the first in a series of professional development trainings for new Ascender instructors. The conference began
with a gallery walk where participants had an opportunity to learn about their shared experiences, followed by a
parking lot to set the norms and expectations for the seminar. Next CTN CEO Dr. Chavez and Anna B. Alaniz,
CTN Director of Professional Development, talked about CTN’s mission and any current news or updates.
Dr. Alaniz led the session titled “Getting Acquainted: The Building Block to Strong Relationships” in which
participants were able to see writing as a process and not a product, and also get to know each other. The last
session of the day was presented by Erin Doran, CTN Director of Research and Evaluation, and was titled
“Culturally Relevant Pedagogy.” Each day of the conference ended with participants writing reflections.
The first half of day two focused on “Building Students’ Academic and Cultural Capital.” Session topics included
“Intentional Recruitment: Building a Strong Cohort presented by Vidal Almanza, ACC Master Advisor;
“Fostering Student Success: Working with Validation, Student Assets and Sentipensante Pedagogy” presented by
Dr. Laura Rendon, Professor Emeritus, University of Texas San Antonio; “Cariño: Behaviors with Quantifiable
Outcomes," presented by Jon Herrin, English instructor for South Texas College; and a reading/writing
presentation titled “A Photo, Memory, Borderlands” led by Norma Cantu, professor emerita of English and U.S.
Latina/o Literatures at the University of Texas at San Antonio.
The second half of the day included sessions titled “Making Math Relevant” presented by Mario Morin, CTN’s
Professional Development Math Coordinator, and Jonathan Bell, math instructor at South Texas College; a
presentation titled “Building a Talent Strong Texas” by Tina Jackson, Assistant Commissioner of the Division
for Workforce Education for the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, and “Engagement by Design:
Making Every Lesson Count led by Dr. Alaniz. The day ended with campus teams discussing structure and roles.

Vidal Almanza discusses recruitment with participants.

Morin and Bell present a session “Making Math Relevant.”

Laura Rendon presents.

Jon Herrin discusses carino.

Tina Jackson discusses building a talent strong Texas.
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Day three focused on “Creating an Active and Engaged Cohort” and began with a presentation by Dr. Alaniz
titled “Defining Culturally Relevant.” Next participants learned to use a jigsaw for culturally relevant readings.
Then attendees listened to Ascender alumni, Juan Higa and Farah Guerrero, speak about their experiences in the
Ascender program. After lunch, there were breakout sessions for the various disciplines, advisors and
administrators. English instructors met with Dr. Norma Cantu for a session titled “Close Reading Interpretive
Tool: Teaching Students How to Approach Literature.” Math instructors met with Mario Morin and Jonathan Bell
in a session titled “Mathematics at Its Best.” “Best Practices for Advising and Counseling” was led by Vidal
Almanza. Learning Frameworks instructors attended a session led by Anna Alaniz and Diane Lerma,
CTN Leadership Fellow from Palo Alto College. Administrators met with Dr. Chavez and Dr. Armenta.

Alumni Farah and Juan share.

Dr. Chavez meets with campus administrators.

Participants work on their jigsaw activity.

Dr. Norma Cantu discusses CRIT

Rogelio Saenz discusses the census. Keeping balloons in the air

Following these, Rogelio Saenz, CTN Board Chair, presented a session titled “2020 Census: The Impact on
Education.” The next session “Bringing the Community to Campus: Organizing a Family Night was led by Dr.
Alaniz and Debra McBeath, CTN Director of Communications and Engagement. This was followed by a team
building activity led by Dr. Alaniz and Dr. Chavez in which participants were asked to keep balloons representing
the various aspects of their lives in the air.
Day four’s focus was on “Widening the Community.” Participants listened to presentations about mentorship in
the Ascender program and mentee training led by Megan Diaz, ACC Outreach Specialist and Diane Lerma.
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Participants also learned about approaches to student engagement and CTN resources. Dr. Richard Armenta, CTN
Campus Liaison Consultant presentation was titled “"Essential Ingredients for Building 'Familia.' " and Dr. Alaniz
presented on ways to create familias within the classroom. Participants then formed groups of the three different
disciplines and created lesson plans to use in the future.

Megan Diaz and Diane Lerma present on the mentor program.

Dr. Armenta presents.

Participants discuss their mentoring styles.

Juan talks about clubs. Chavez shares CTN resources. Anna explains how to form familias.

Participants work in groups creating lesson plans for future use.

The final day’s focus was on “Envisioning the Year Ahead.” Attendees learned about building program advocacy
as well as CTN’s research and evaluation, and then practiced giving an elevator pitch for the program. The day
ended with a narrative share, offrenda, and an awarding of certificates before adjourning.
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Horton shares her elevator pitch.

Ascender Cohort ‘22-’23

G. Morris receives his stole.

Reflections from Seminar Participants
“I am learning so much from the presentations and the valuable information that is being shared with us. Everyone
is sharing comments, opinions, and strategies on how to make connecting with students more effective.”-R.R.
I really enjoyed Jon’s presentation on Engaging Behaviors. It kind of tied back into the previous session about
knowing folk’s names, but even more so, when we offer our stories, it opens students up. They know the instructor
is human, flawed gifted, and experienced. Then students are more prone to opening up…Open dialogue that
highlights the humanity in all of us is so powerful in the classroom.”-B.E.
“I am elated that our college is going to embrace this way of supporting our student population…I know it will
take passionate genuine people to begin this success…I would have loved this kind of support for my culture in
the past.” -L.P.
“Dr. Armenta models carino so well in everything he does! I loved how he presented the ideas, shared and
modeled carino, and got us thinking about how we can do this in class.”-M.A.
“Spending time with this wonderful group of people has been lovely. I’ve truly enjoyed getting to know the folks
at my table and have been inspired by the passion and commitment exhibited by the CTN folks.”-B.H.
My experience today has been great. I really enjoyed the administrator’s breakout session. It was helpful to learn
about scalability and programs that brought about positive outcomes for students.”-T.W.
“I feel excited about helping see this program succeed at Dallas College. Dr. Rendon’s presentation set the tone,
though. I was truly inspired by her words this morning and found myself thinking about so much of what she said.
The idea of micro-affirmations was a highlight that I will put into action immediately…Additionally Drs. Herrin
and Cano offered valuable insights that continue to excite and prepare me.”-K.W.
“Today was a great day!...I learned that I need to be more strategic in my lesson planning so that I reach more of
my students. Starting with an objective and ending with closure will ensure that I have attempted to cater to their
learning experience.” -P.J.
“I’d like to start off with my appreciation for the positive energy and collective efforts presented during our
workshop. I really appreciated the breakdown of the importance of census data and the break-out rooms within
our specialty area. I also enjoyed the balloon exercise and will be sure to engage my students with it.”-A.C
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SAC Holds Ascender Graduation Celebration
By Gerard Robledo

Due to the ever-changing constraints of the pandemic, many Ascender students who graduated from San Antonio
College during Summer and Fall 2021 terms were unable to mark this momentous event alongside their Ascender
Familia; thus, the Spring 2022 commencement ceremony bloomed with an abundance of red Ascender Scholar
Serapes. However, prior to the grand commencement, the SAC Ascender program held a Graduation Celebration
and Serape “Hooding” Ceremony to commemorate the academic success and achievements of the graduating
Ascenders.
On Wednesday, May 11, Ascender students and their families gathered on the SAC Campus in the Nursing and
Allied Health Complex (NAHC) and were welcomed with a reception of various meats and cheeses, fruits,
veggies, desserts, and beverages. “These refreshments are merely a small token of appreciation for the devotion
to academic success these students demonstrated throughout their time at SAC,” commented Ascender Program
Coordinator, Gerard Robledo, who along with Elissa Gutierrez, Empowerment Center Certified Advisor,
organized the event and reception.
After the welcome reception, SAC Teaching and Learning Center Director, Dr. Joan Jaimes, kicked off a
succession of speakers. Jaimes, flanked by sign language interpreters, thanked attendees in English and Spanish
and congratulated Ascenders on reaching this pivotal moment. Dr. Jaimes also expressed her lament of not having
a program like Ascender as a first-generation college graduate before introducing Interim Dean for Academic
Success, Clare Iannelli. Dean Iannelli denoted the institutional support for Ascender at San Antonio College, the
critical role it plays in empowering Latinx students, and a brief history of the program. The Dean was followed
by Gerard Robledo, who recounted his experiences as a single-parent and former SAC student. He echoed Dr.
Jaimes’ regret that a program like Ascender was not available during his time as a student but spoke to the
generational intellectual wealth these Ascenders now cultivate just before introducing Mona Aldana-Ramirez.
She thanked the families for their support and the importance of learning as a familia. More powerful narratives
and experiences were shared by Ascender faculty members David Chavera and Jeanette Bunch and Ascender
Advisor Elissa Guitierrez. Guitierrez had the honor of introducing the last special guest speaker, Emiliano Tovar
Jaime.
Emiliano is a first-generation, first-time in college Ascender completing the first part of his academic journey at
SAC. Emiliano plans on continuing his education in criminal justice and law enforcement. During his time at the
microphone, he spoke about the encouragement and support he received from Ascender faculty, such as Yoni Hui
Bell and Dehlia Wallis, the demanding challenges he faced, and what overcoming them meant to him as an
Ascender. Then, Emiliano spoke directly to those in attendance, switching between Spanish and English; he
shared his pride and encouraged others to find their educational success.
After these narratives, the soon-to-be graduating Ascenders lined up to receive their Scholar Serapes (stoles).
Each Ascender’s name was declared, along with their major of study, then their former professors placed their
serape around their necks.
“The rest of the evening became a blur of laughter, hugs, camera shutters, and more refreshments. In the euphoria
of this moment, one could not help but realize that three separate graduating cohorts felt like one unified familia
in that space, sharing in each other’s joys and success—these former students, now one step closer to being the
leaders of tomorrow,” commented Robledo.
Graduates from 2021 include Abraham Segundo, Aedin Hernandez, Alex Candela, Alexis Huerta, Aprilrayne
Lancaster, Ariana Rodriguez, Brandy Gonzalez, Charlie Garza, Clara Castro, Daniela Mendez, Elizabeth Romo,
Kristina Ballard, Madalynn Morales, Maria Aguilar, Sara Garcia, Ty-Eshia Johnson, and Victoria Perez.
Graduates from 2022 include Adolfo Benitez, Alicia Barela, Amber Romo, Angel Sancho, Anna Soto, Araceli
Torres, Beatriz Perez, Caitlynn Carlos, Celeste Martinez, Clarrisa Neal, Claudia Pineda, Diana Madanat, Edgar
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Rubio, Emiliano Tovar Jamie. Erika Barrera, Heidi Reyes, Jaclyn Salinas, Jasmin Light, Jocelyn Ramos Alcorta,
Judith Munguia, Julianna Rodriguez, Kassidy Valadez, Linda Rodriguez, Maria Coronado, Marlicia Wright,
Martha Velasquez, Megan Hale, Montserrat Gaitan, Samantha Ross, Selinda Ramos, and Shara Hecox.

SAC Ascender graduates and staff gather to celebrate and receive their stoles.

Dr. Joan Jaimes

Gerard Robles

Jeanette Bunch

David Chavera

Mona Aldana-Ramirez Elissa Guitierrez

Family members come to watch sons and daughters receive their Ascender serapes.

Emiliano Jaime shares his story.
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Austin Community College Holds Ascender Celebracion
by Diana Gorostieta

Austin Community College (ACC) held an Ascender Celebración at the Eastview Campus on May 5th. This
bilingual end-of-the year event celebrates students finishing their first year of college and is intended to encourage
them to continue their studies and subsequently use their stole at graduation. The event was coordinated by
Alejandra Polcik, Manager of Hispanic Outreach Projects, and Megan Diaz, Outreach Coordinator.
A surprise Mariachi performance kicked off the evening, embracing Latinx culture and traditions through their
music. Following the performance, the keynote speaker, Dr. Johanna Moya-Frabregas, Con Mi Madre Executive
Director, encouraged students to pursue their goals and dreams by sharing her personal life experiences. About
40 students from the Fall 2021- Spring 2022 cohort were recognized by name and congratulated in front of family,
friends, mentors, instructors, and staff as Ruth Reinhart, Associate Vice Chancellor of Student Support Services,
presented them with their Ascender graduation stole.
Susana Ramirez-Rodriguez received the 2022 Student of the Year Award in recognition of her excellence efforts,
attendance, and achievements of being an outstanding ACC and ASCENDER student. Ultimately, all mentors
and professors were honored for their continuous support and ability to motivate ACC students to accomplish
their college and professional goals.
To finish off the Celebracion, everyone was invited to socialize and enjoy a wide variety of Mexican antojitos
(appetizers).

Mariachis kick off the Ascender Celebracion.

Diaz and Polcik

ACC Ascender studemt listen to the speakers.

Keynote speaker, Dr. Johanna Moya-Frabregas

ACC’s Ascender students and staff gather at Celebration.
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PAC Ascender Students Tour Texas A&M-San Antonio Campus
Twenty PAC Ascender students and two faculty
chaperones visited Texas A&M-San Antonio University
on April 29. TAMUSA is one of the leading institutions
to which PAC students transfer after completing their
associates degree. The students were welcomed by the
Welcome Center as they arrived for the campus tour. The
Ascender students were able to visit the different buildings
and learn about the different programs available at
TAMUSA. They were also taken to the statue of
Frank Madla and the Presidents seal to learn about the
origin and history of TAMUSA. When the tour was over,
all the Ascender students stopped at the student center
to eat lunch on the outdoor patio.
Ascender students gather at the statue of Frank Madal.

SWTJC Ascender Students Teach Lessons on Triangles
Southwest Texas Junior College Ascender students in Instructor Alejandro’s Contemporary Mathematics course
participated in teaching demonstrations on Monday, May 2nd. The entire lesson on triangles was taught by the
students.
Students selected a topic a week before and prepared a visual and oral demonstration of selected objectives. Each
student created a Power Point Presentation, provided an oral explanation, and engaged the class in a practice
activity. This teaching demonstration allowed students to experience the classroom from another perspective. In
the follow up reflection, students analyzed their own performance and emphasized their strengths and areas that
require improvements.
“As we are wrapping up the semester, I believe students enjoyed my class and will leave with a great sense of
accomplishment; it is my hope that they will carry on the feeling that math classes can be fun and exciting,” stated
Instructor Alejandro.

A SWTJC math student teaches classmates about triangles.

Students work on activities presented by classmates.
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CTN Hosts Virtual Spring Gala on May 12th
CTN’s virtual Spring Gala was held on May 12th from 6-7 pm, and featured a panel discussing the future of higher
education. The gala began with an introduction of the panel by CTN CEO Dr. Maria Chavez. This was followed
by Ascender students from various CTN campuses who spoke about the positive effects of the program.
Linda Hagedorn, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs, International Programs, Student Services,
Diversity, and Community in the College of Human
Sciences and Professor in the School of Education at
Iowa State University, served as moderator for the
panel. She began by asking each panelist to answer
three questions:
“Tell us one thing about yourself. Tell us one thing
we should know about your college. Tell us one word
that describes your outlook for the future.” She then
asked the panel about the major challenges facing
higher education, the value of higher education and
the often prohibtive costs of higher education. After
the panel answered these questions, they responded
to questions from the audience. Next mentors shared
their experiences within the program. The gala ended with a performance by the Val Ramos Flamenco Ensemble
The panel consisted of Dr. Shasta Buchanan, Vice-Chancellor of Austin Community College; Dr. Hector
Gonzales, President of Southwest Junior College; Dr. Plummer, Vice-President of Information Services, Planning
& Strategic Initiatives and Assistant Vice-President of Strategic Initiatives at South Texas College; Dr. Tina
Jackson, Assistant Commissioner of the Division for Workforce Education for the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board; Chris Nelson, Dean of Liberal Arts, South Texas College; Dr. Gilbert Becerra, VicePresident for Student Success, Palo Alto College; and Dr. Stella Lovato, Vice President of College Services and
Nursing Education and Interim Vice President of Academic Success, San Antonio College.

Quiroz and Uriegas Receive Award
During the Dean's Breakfast at Southwest Texas Junior College in early
May, Vanessa Uriegas and Karen Quiroz, coordinators of the Ascender
program on campus, received the President's Student Engagement
Award. This was awarded to faculty who went beyond the normal
faculty expectations. Both wrote letters to the VP of Student Affairs
describing their duties, activities, and roles in the Ascender program, and
both received a $500 stipend for their work with Ascender.

CTN Recruiting Colleges to Join Ascender Program
CTN is recruiting colleges to join its award-winning Ascender program, a holistic approach to student, faculty,
and institutional advancement. It is a program created to engage faculty and staff in culturally-responsive
professional development. At the same time, faculty work with cohorts of underserved students at their home
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campuses to ensure their academic success. Students are intentionally recruited into the program by designated
advisors who support students until transfer or graduation.
Faculty who attend Ascender training leave with lesson plans, syllabi, text recommendations and assignments
that are rigorous, culturally affirming and have been used in classrooms across Texas. In addition, faculty can
earn graduate credit for professional development from UT Austin through the Department of Educational
Leadership and Policy; access a national network of scholars, writers, and community leader mentors; become
eligible to be a leadership fellow to help scale the Ascender program across Texas; and publish writing in the
CTN Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy.

Peer Mentor News
CTN Peer Mentor, Valenzuela, Receives Award at UT
CTN Peer Mentor, Dr. Angela Valenzuela, received the Dean’s Distinguished Equity & Community Service
Award from the University of Texas’ College of Education on May 16. This award
recognizes a faculty member in the College of Education who has compiled a
distinguished record of centering equity and inclusion in extraordinary service and
mentoring to students, staff, and/or faculty, their program, department, the college, the
University of Texas at Austin, and broader communities.
Dr. Valenzuela is a professor in the Educational Policy and Planning Program within the
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy, and also holds a courtesy
appointment in the Cultural Studies in Education Program within the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction. In addition, she serves as the director of the University of
Texas Center for Education Policy.

College News
PAC Receives Student Success Award from AACC
The American Association of Community Colleges announced the 2022 winners in seven categories at its Awards
of Excellence Gala on May 2. This year’s Student Success award went to the Alamo Colleges District led by
Chancellor Mike Flores. The Student Success award recognizes a community college that has shown a sustained
commitment to and proactively advances the cause of student success at a community college.
“Time is the enemy of degree completion,” Flores said Monday at the awards ceremony, noting that the district’s
efforts are designed to help students stay on track toward completion.
For example, ACD organizes programs into career clusters called AlamoINSTITUTES. The clusters provide a
starting point for the student, enrollment coach and assigned advisor to identify a career interest and begin to
create a tailored individual pathway.
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With clear and concise pathways through Transfer Advising
Guides (TAGs), students can transfer with courses that are degree
applicable for not only ACD but the student’s university of choice. That
saves students time and money and minimizes any loss of credit hours.
TAGs provide a two-year, course-by-course crosswalk from ACD to the
university of choice by reverse mapping all required university degree
requirements for each university major to an ACD pre-major.
M. Flores (right), and ACD Chair G. Sprague

(https://www.ccdaily.com/2022/05/awards-of-excellence-gala-spotlightsexceptional-programs-people/

SAC President Robert Vela Becomes President of TAMU-Kingsville
Robert Vela, President of San Antonio College, will leave SAC to become the 21st President of Texas A&M
University-Kingsville. Texas A&M University System Chancellor John Sharp
recommended Vela to the system’s board of regents, which approved the choice at a special
meeting late last month.
“Dr. Vela knows and loves Texas A&M University-Kingsville. It will be a sweet
homecoming,” Sharp said, according to an A&M System announcement. “With his vast
experience, I can’t wait to see what he accomplishes for his alma mater.” Vela earned his
undergraduate and graduate degrees at A&M Kingsville, which named him as a
distinguished alumnus in 2015.
Vela has been president of San Antonio College since 2014, after serving as its dean of
student affairs since 2008. Last year, SAC was named the top community college in the country when it was
awarded the Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence under Vela’s leadership.
Francisco “Franc” Solis, will serve as interim president, and a national search for the next SAC president will
begin in the fall, with the goal of naming a new president by January of 2023.

Student Resources

The following are student professional development opportunities, including scholarships, internships, articles to read and
student success opportunities. If you would like to share an opportunity, please email at stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch The Next
Student Opportunities
Date
5/27/2022

Activity

Activity Description

Scholarship

The Simmrin Law Group Entrepreneurial Scholarship is open to students currently enrolled
in, or have been accepted by, an accredited university/college in the United States.
Applicants must have a passion for pursuing their entrepreneurial dream. Applicants must
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submit an essay on one of three given prompts related to entrepreneurs. Awards up to
$1,500 will be provided. Deadline: June 15, 2022
Apply here: https://www.simmrinlawgroup.com/entrepreneurialscholarship/?mc_cid=4402760ae6&mc_eid=6381225319
5/27/2022

Scholarship

Voyager Scholarship
https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2022/05/16/obama-foundation-airbnbvoyager-scholarship-education-college

Student Loan Repayment Extended
On April 6, the Department announced an extension of the pause on student loan repayment, interest, and
collections through August 31, 2022. While the economy continues to improve, and COVID-19 cases continue
to decline, President Biden’s decision to extend the pause is consistent with his call to sensibly respond to the
pandemic and its economic consequences, as well as allow for the responsible phase-down of federal
emergency relief (President’s video and Department’s Twitter thread).
This extension provides additional time for borrowers to plan for the resumption of payments, reducing the risk
of delinquency and defaults after restart. During the extension period, the Department will continue to assess
the financial impacts of the pandemic on borrowers and prepare to transition them back smoothly into
repayment. This includes allowing all borrowers to receive a “fresh start” on repayment by allowing them to reenter in good standing, regardless of their pre-pause status. Also, the agency will continue to provide loan
relief, including for borrowers who have been defrauded by their institutions and those who are eligible
for Public Service Loan Forgiveness.

Website Offers Best Scholarships for Latino Students
Scholarships are a great way to pay for college without the obligation to repay funds. Maximizing scholarship
potential can be especially useful for Latino students, who on average received less in institutional grants than
their white counterparts in 2016, according to a statistical brief from UnidosUS.
There are hundreds of organizations that recognize this financial gap and offer scholarships specifically for Latino
college students with the aim of making a college education more accessible and affordable. Here’s where you
can start your search and apply for a few of the best scholarships for Latino students:
https://www.bankrate.com/loans/student-loans/scholarships-for-latino-students/

Getschooled Offers List of Easy Scholarship Opportunities
Here's the ultimate list of easy scholarships for students to apply to now! These were selected based on a few
criteria: No long essays, no minimum GPAs, simple applications.
Go here for the list: https://getschooled.com/journey/future-focused-tx-content/
For any scholarship-related questions, text #Scholarships to 33-55-77! Missed the deadline for any of these? Be
sure to bookmark this page so you can check back next year!
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Resources Available for Students and Families to Complete FAFSA
The White House Hispanic Prosperity Initiative has a resources webpage to help students and families complete
their FAFSA form. The Department’s Federal Student Aid (FSA) office is urging students to file the FAFSA form
to help defray, and in some cases completely cover, the costs of their postsecondary education. FSA has made it
easier than ever for students and families to access resources at StudentAid.gov and via the myStudentAid mobile
application using a computer, tablet, or mobile phone.

TWC and THECB Update CREWS Application
The Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) have
completed a rewrite of the Texas CREWS (Consumer Resource for Education and Workforce Statistics)
application. The updates include a new Spanish language option, a more intuitive workflow, improved navigation,
and the addition of career schools. The application is now smartphone and tablet friendly. https://txcrews.org/

Department of Education Releases Free FAFSA Form
The Department of Education has released the 2021-22 Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA®) form. Students and parents can easily complete the form via fafsa.gov on a desktop or mobile
device. This year, enhanced help topics provide even more guidance through the form, and, as a result of user
feedback, many financial help topics on fafsa.gov now feature images of the forms with relevant line numbers
visually highlighted to help applicants navigate the FAFSA form.
The Internal Revenue Service Data Retrieval Tool (IRS DRT) remains the fastest way for applicants to enter tax
return information accurately on the FAFSA form.
The Department provides other tools and resources designed to help students complete and submit the FAFSA
form and make informed choices. The Annual Student Loan Acknowledgment provides links to the College
Scorecard, where students can estimate their post-completion starting salary based on the school they plan to
attend and the program in which they will enroll. The Department’s Homeroom blog also contains posts with
helpful information, including:
• 7 Things You Need Before You Fill Out the 2021–22 FAFSA® Form
• 8 Steps to Filling Out the FAFSA® Form

Organization Offers Resources for Financial Literacy
Annuity.org believes when students learn financial literacy at an early age it helps them to make astute decisions
about their personal finances, smart financial behavior leads to financially secure lives. Now, more than ever, is
a great time for students to hone in on this skill while they are learning from home. Their site covers things
like: Budgeting -Filling out a FAFSA request for college and financially planning for your future and more.
Please take a look at our student resource here: www.annuity.org/financial-literacy/stu+dents/

Nonprofit Provides Free Mental Health Support to Children and Teens
Wonders & Worries is a Texas-based nonprofit that provides free, professional mental health support to children
and teens during a parent’s serious, physical illness. Parents dealing with a cancer diagnosis, TBI, stroke, heart
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condition, neurological condition, or other physical illnesses and traumatic injuries often don’t know how to talk
about their diagnosis and its impact on the family.
Wonders & Worries’ free programs ensure children and teens can reach their full potential, despite a parent’s
serious illness. They do this by leading children through an evidence-based and copyrighted Six-Session Illness
Education and Coping Curriculum led by healthcare professionals.
Services are always free and offered in English and Spanish at 5 Texas locations and virtually in the Greater
Austin, Greater San Antonio, and Greater Houston areas. They also operate a national helpline: 844-WEWONDER (1-844-939-6633) available Monday – Thursday 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM, where parents can receive a
free consultation, from one of our child life specialists, on how to talk with and support kids impacted by adult
illness. Additionally, they have several resources available for professionals and parents on their website.

Professional Opportunities
Ascender - Professional Development Opportunities
The following professional development opportunities highlight Ascender grant and funding opportunities, conference
opportunities, and information for theory, research and practice. I encourage you to forward any information that would provide
wonderful opportunities to our team or students by emailing me at stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org.
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch The Next

Staff Opportunities
Date

Activity

Activity Description

5/27/2027

NISOD

NISOD is pleased to announce that starting in summer 2022, we will begin providing
continuing education units (CEUs) for community and technical college educators. Hence,
we are seeking talented individuals to facilitate two- and four-hour Virtual Workshops for
which NISOD can award CEUs. Approved Virtual Workshops will be scheduled starting with
January 2023 and beyond. NISOD strongly encourages individuals interested in serving as a
Virtual Workshop facilitator to learn more and apply here. Applications to facilitate a
NISOD Virtual Workshop are due October 31, 2022.
Apply Here: https://www.nisod.org/virtual-events/virtual-workshops/call-for-facilitators/

5/27/2022

Article

Exploring the Value of Community College Baccalaureates
As states across the country look to clear barriers to bachelor’s level education, half are
now leveraging the community college baccalaureate (CCB) as a strategy. Twenty-five
states now authorize at least one community college to offer at least one bachelor’s
degree program. Since the first state CCB authorization in West Virginia in 1989, the
growth of authorizing states (including Texas since 2014) has steadily climbed upward. Yet,
just in the last 5 years, the pace has picked up: 8 new states have authorized CCBs since
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2017. CCBs are now authorized in half of states, and it is time to take a look at what CCBs
offer and what we know about graduates and their outcomes.
Article: https://www.degreechoices.com/blog/community-college-baccalaureates/
5/27/2022

Call for Chapter
Proposals

Call for Chapter Proposals - Rurality across Race & Ethnicity - 05.01.2022.pdf - Google
Drive
Submission Requirements:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MKz1vWzNsGUJQUBUpFnWD4zivU-x1RV-/view

5/27/2022

Article

First Generation College Students Face Unique Challenges
An analysis of National Center for Education Statistics data shows that first-generation
college students are 16% less likely overall to graduate than non-first-generation college
students with equal parental income. "The disadvantages of coming from a family where
you are a pioneer in higher education are real," Dick Startz writes.
Article: https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2022/04/25/firstgeneration-college-students-face-uniquechallenges/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_medium=email&utm_content=2112
19702&utm_source=hs_email

5/27/2022

Free Badge

Earn a FREE Professional Credential at REMOTE 2022.
The sessions you attend and complete at REMOTE 2022 can help you earn a Professional
Development Credential issued by Arizona State University. This valuable digital badge can
be used within your professional network to showcase your participation in REMOTE and
allow you to share your verifiable skills and achievements.
Apply here:
https://www.theremotesummit.org/theremotesummitorg/credit?utm_source=email&utm
_medium=email&utm_campaign=EDU-Promo-REMOTE&oly_enc_id=2004I6407278G8G

5/27/2022

Call for Book
Proposals

Call for Book Proposals
Rowman & Littlefield is pleased to announce a new book series that will publish high
quality manuscripts on current and future trends in the teaching and learning of history. Of
particular interest are book proposals that combine aspects of the scholarship of the
teaching and learning of history with classroom applications. Books should be written for K12 teachers, K-12 pre-service teachers, and/or collegiate faculty.
Proposals may explore any topic or theme related to history teaching and learning.
Initial proposals should include a brief 250-word description of the proposed book
including its topic, purpose, the importance for teaching and learning history, and
suggested audience(s). Also, include a brief 100-word biography. After review of the initial
proposal, if accepted, the book will follow standard Rowman & Littlefield book proposal
procedures for final approval.
Please send all proposals and requests for more information to:
Mark Newman, series editor, at mnewman@nl.edu.
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NSF Offers Funding Opportunities to HSIs
The National Science Foundation is offering funding to HSIs for three projects:
•

•

•

Planning or Pilot Projects (PPP) track: An eligible institution cannot have more than two active PPP
awards. A new PPP proposal can be submitted by an institution with two active PPP awards if at least
one of the awards has had its final report submitted before the submission deadline for HSI proposals.
Institutions with an active HSI Track 1: Building Capacity award under the previous solicitations 18524 and 19-540 are not eligible to submit PPP proposals or receive a PPP award until the prior HSI
award’s final report is submitted.
Implementation and Evaluation Projects (IEP) track: An eligible institution cannot have more than
two active IEP awards. A new IEP proposal can be submitted by an institution with two active IEP
awards if at least one of the awards has had its final report submitted prior to the HSI proposal
submission deadline. A collaborative award counts as an HSI IEP award for all institutions. For
institutions with a current Track 1: Building Capacity award under the previous solicitations 18-524
and 19-540, each award is considered an IEP award for the purpose of calculating active awards for
this track.
Institutional Transformation Projects (ITP) track: One submission per institution is allowed. Previous
ITP awardees are not eligible to submit a proposal in the ITP track.

For information go to: https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/improving-undergraduate-stem-educationhispanic-serving-institutions-hsi

HACU Launches Global Faculty Exchange Program
The Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities has launched its Global Faculty Exchange program at the
one-year anniversary of the creation of its ProTalento Job Board. This new program will serve to connect
institutions with faculty, and vice versa, across the nation and internationally to bring talented professors to host
institutions.
HACU President and CEO Antonio R. Flores said, “This program was developed in direct response to our member
institutions seeking such collaborations with faculty and administrators interested in working abroad or away
from their home institutions for a limited time.” These opportunities may be particularly attractive to faculty or
administrators on sabbatical or recently retired, or those able to do it in the summer or otherwise. Host institutions
stand to benefit importantly from such talent and expertise at an affordable cost. “It’s a win-win,” Flores affirmed.
HACU-member institutions will be able to utilize the service as part of their membership benefits, and any other
institution can post faculty exchange opportunities for a standard rate. The new global exchange program will
benefit from the robust features of the HACU ProTalento job board that streamlines position postings by host
institutions and faculty searching for overseas exchange opportunities.
Faculty interested in exchange opportunities can apply directly to the open positions through the job board.
Faculty who utilize the ProTalento job board can indicate on their profile their interest in exchange opportunities
abroad to be contacted by host institutions. ProTalento’s message center eases the process of connecting faculty
to higher education institutions outside of their home region.
For information on the Faculty Exchange, visit the Global Faculty Exchange webpage.
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Texas OnCourse Opens Academy to Higher Ed Advising Professionals
Texas OnCourse is opening its online academy to higher education advising professionals. This new offering is
part of their new role within the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. There are two new training
modules in the Academy designed specifically for higher education advisers:
• FAFSA and TASFA: Helping Students Get and Keep Financial Aid – refresh yourself on helping

students apply for, verify, and renew financial aid using the FAFSA or TASFA.
• Dollars and Sense: Supporting Student Financial Wellness – explore how students’ finances can
impact their success in college. This module also covers how to effectively refer students to financial
help on and off-campus.

Opportunities for Fully Funded Masters and PhD Scholarships
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Catch the Next Program Partners

_______________________________________________

Catch the Next Colleges
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South Texas College
Mid Valley Campus, Weslaco
Pecan Campus, McAllen
Starr Campus, Rio Grande City
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Palo Alto College
San Antonio College
Austin Community College, Austin
Highland Campus
Riverside Campus
Hays Campus
South Campus
Northridge Campus
Round Rock Campus
Eastview Campus
Dallas College
Richland Campus, Richardson
Brookhaven Campus, Farmers Branch
Cedar Valley Campus, Lancaster
El Centro Campus, Downtown Dallas
Eastfield Campus, Mesquite
North Lake Campus, Irving
Mountain View Campus, Oak Cliff
Southwest Texas Junior College, Uvalde
____________________
About Our Newsletter
A publication by Catch the Next Inc., for its Ascender Scholars
Submissions are welcomed. Please send all information to:
Dr. Maria Chavez, Editor in Chief or Debra McBeath, Editor.
Submissions: maria.chavez@catchthenext.org
debra.mcbeath@catchthenext.org
Contributors: Stacy Ybarra, CTN; Anna Alaniz, STC; Ron Perez, PAC;
Antonio Garza, PAC; Juan Ramirez, STC; Dan Rodriguez, PAC; Megan
Diaz, ACC; Juan Higa, CTN; Diana Gorostieta, ACC; Diane Lerma, PAC;
Gerard Robledo, SAC; Joan Jaimes, SAC; Nikol Alejandro, SWTJC
“The opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Greater Texas Foundation, or any
director, officer or employee thereof.”
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Support CTN by donating to our organization, bringing CTN to your campus or joining us for training. For
more information, go to https://www.catchthenext.org/
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